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Abstract
In this paper, we show the detail of our recent paper Effects of cosmic-string
framework on the thermodynamical properties of an anharmonic oscillator using the
ordinary statistics and the q-deformed superstatistics approaches published in the Eur.
Phys. J. C. Actually, we prepare this comment against the comment prepared by
Francisco A. Cruz Neto and Luis B. Castro.
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1 Introduction
Recently, we have published the paper ”Effects of cosmic-string framework on the ther-
modynamical properties of anharmonic oscillator using the ordinary statistics and the
q-deformed superstatistics approaches” [1] in which we discussed the thermodynamical
properties of the anharmonic canonical ensemble within the cosmic-string framework. We
were aware that the authors Francisco A. Cruz Neto and Luis B. Castro commented on
out paper and claimed that we took a wrong way in our paper [2]. In the following, we
show the detail of our derivation and discuss the results.
2 Detail of the Derivations
Before we start showing detail of the derivations, we’d like to thank the authors Francisco
A. Cruz Neto and Luis B. Castro, because when we checked our paper, we found out that
there were some typo-errors that we want to correct them in this paper but we emphasize
that they can change the physical results. We start from
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where the power 2 of the first term in the parentheses was missed in our paper. Since
we knew that such differential equation can be solved with the help of bi-confluent Heun
functions, we follow the common method used in many quantum problems and consider
the solution in the form of
f(y) = yA1 exp[y(B1 +D1y)]F (y), (2.2)
where the constant A1, B1 and D1 shall be determined. Determination of these constant
will be done knowing original bi-confluent Heun differential equation
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in which a minus sign was missed in our paper and the prime means derivative with re-
spect the independent variable. Taking differentiating for two times from Eq. (2.2) and
2
substituting the results into Eq. (2.1) we have
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Comparing Eq. (2.4) and (2.3), we find out that determination of the constants A1, B1 and
D1 will be done by removing the coefficients of the y
2, y and y−2. Knowing this point, we
obtain three equations for those constants
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2
, (2.5)
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where we only choose the signs that have physical meaning. If we note Eqs. (2.4) and
(2.3), we see that if we want to reach to the term −2x in Eq. (2.3), we have two different
choices:
• This first choice is using a variable changing as the authors of Ref. [2] used in their
paper.
• The second choice is using an approximation (we made use of setting a numerical
value for the potential constant) which brings us a better physical interpretation.
Such a selection is very common in solving quantum mechanical problems because
it satisfies the postulates of quadratically integrability of the wave function which
guarantees that the integral of the square of the absolute value of the wave function
be finite [3–7]. We take this choice thus we have
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So, using Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), we rewrite Eq. (2.4) as
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Comparing between Eqs. (2.9) and (2.3) we have
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where we had a typo error in γ parameter of Heun function in our paper. Finally, the
solution of Eq. (2.9) is written in terms of Heun functions
F (y) = Hb(α
′, β ′, γ′, δ′, y). (2.14)
After determination of the wave function, it is the time for deriving energy eigenvalue
relation. To obtain the energy eigenvalue relation of the considered system, we should use
the series form of the wave function as what is done for a simple harmonic oscillator or
some other famous problems discussed in many quantum mechanics books [3–7].
For the sake of simplicity, let us check this points for Eq. (2.3). Considering the series
form of the solution we have
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Substituting Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) into (2.3) yields
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From Eq.(2.18), we want to find coefficient of xn+1 which results
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The series should be cut off after large enough value of n. It means that we should equal
the coefficients of an+3 to zero. It requires that the coefficients of an+2 and an+1 should be
equal to zero. Therefore we find two constraints
−β ′(n + 2)− δ
′ + (1 + α′)β ′
2
= 0, (2.20)
γ′ − α′ − 4− 2n = 0. (2.21)
which are not in contrast with Refs. [8–13]. Using these constraints, we can obtain the
energy eigenvalue and a constraint on a potential constant
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It is seen that in the new expression of the constraint on the potential constant, we see
a numerical difference which obviously does not change the physical interpretation. If
one uses the positive sign of Eq. (2.23), it is seen that no physical changes happen in the
results. If we did not use the minus sign, it did not mean that is not physical.
The authors of Ref. [2] only discussed from the mathematical point of view and dis-
cussed the more different solution to the results but it does imply that we deny the existence
of the general cases. We used some physical considerations which are so common in solv-
ing of quantum mechanical problems and made the problem easier such that more reader
can understand it without losing the generality and missing a physical interpretation. It
was shown that it does not affect the physical interpretation of our results.
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